By Jim Nash-Webley

Playing intelligent rugby in blinding rain, cold and windy conditions, the MIT first XV downed 5-3 to Harvard Saturday, while the second played to a scoreless tie. All four teams showed determined "A" conditions, and all suffered costly errors from absence from back line play, with the notable exception of MIT's new star Greg Whirlie '69 at the wing. As a very wet ball was difficult to control, owing to the gentle art of running Appendix (with little room to maneuver, Greg has demonstrated outstanding adaptability. The team as a whole shows promise, and some bright spots can be seen for the future. The return of letterman and present captain Paul Fine '68, who would be willing to maneuver, Greg has demonstrated outstanding adaptability. The team as a whole shows promise, and some bright spots can be seen for the future. The return of letterman and present captain Paul Fine '68, who would be willing to move to the wing, missing two marginally fated penalties.

Errors spotted Two glaring deficiencies should be pointed out. The first is that more intelligent use of penalties to MIT should be made. During this fall, countless opportunities have been lost, and badly handled through uncertain coordination, and careless passes. Risible if taken with the earnestly scrumming back, have been designed by such vital errors allowing them to set up a tight defense. Bringing first into position is often impossible to succeed.

The second point concerns morale. It is quite questionable that through the season, no group of players may be heard to critcize another, another group during the course of play.

Fall season closes Thanksgiving weekend will see the final season round out with the Eastern Rugby League seven-aside tournament in New York. Coach Tom McLennon's varsity is looking for a good chance to do no as again at 115 pounds. Bill Harris '69 should do at 137 pounds, but the 137 pound class record is in danger. A possible candidate for that record is Jack Wu '68. The 140 pound position should be very evenly filled this year by Willy Thilly '67. Though Thilly sat out most of last season with an injured knee, he is in shape for this year.

Riflemen fall to Northeastern; outshow Providence and BC

By Rick Rieley

Coach Tom McLennon's varsity riflemen are on their way to a successful season with victories to their name. Saturday, the Techmen outshot Providence here to go ahead for the season. 2-1 in their league, before they had triumphed at Boston College, bowing back to back to a 8-0 defeat at hands of Northeastern University Saturday, November 5. In the Saturday meet, the riflemen emerged 34 points ahead, scoring 252. High school bowmen Dennis Artman '69 scored, a 200. Backing him up were Charles Marantz '69 at 209. Paul Fine '69 and Richard Simpson '67 at 245, and Karl Lamson '69 at 244.

November 18 at Boston College

Scuba Diving Classes Seven Days a Week. All Equipment Supplied. A'tenue 2-5818

By Armenian Vartenesian

The MIT varsity wrestlers, led by coach Tom McLennon, will open their season December 3rd and 4th, when they will travel to the Coast Guard Academy. The future of this year's team, is somewhat in doubt as the last year's varsity, though not heavy, are crucial. The line of Markland Whitney '69, Hal Rodgers '68, co-captains of last year's squad, has left a gap in the 130 and 137 pound classes that will be difficult to fill. Also, graduation of Brook Lusk left a spot open at 160 pounds. Unless the Tech squad can find stoppers for those weight classes, their season record is in danger.

Schuman defending champ
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